
 

 

 

   

English 
Talk for Writing – Using different authors we will 

develop story writing using Talk for Writing, focussing 

on a journey tale and non-chronological report.   

 

In non-fiction writing we will look at  

non chronological reports linked to our Topic  

work on Romans and explanations linked to  

our science work on light and sound. 

SPAG – daily focussed sessions will  

be used to learn spelling rules,  

punctuation and grammar which will  

be re-enforced within the children’s  

fiction and non-fiction writing. 

DT  
Our DT focus will be analysing, designing, making 

and evaluating Roman purses.                    

 
Music 

In Music we will be making researching the 

instruments that the Romans played and making our 

own instruments to play Roman Music. We will also 

be singing songs, in our singing worships with Miss 

Ball, where we will practice clear diction, controlling 

of pitch and using a sense of phrase & musical 

expression. 

 
Maths 

 
Multiplication and Division: multiplying and 

dividing by 3, 4 and 8.  As well as multiplying 

2 digit number and a 1 digit number using 

written methods.  

 

Money: add and subtract amounts of money 

to give change, using both £ and p.  

 

Length and Perimeter: measuring the length 

of something in mm/cm/m and finding the 

perimeter of 2D shapes.  

 

Statistics: interpret and present data using 

bar charts, pictograms and tables, then use 

these to solve one and two step problems.  

 

Fractions: counting in tenths, recognising 

unit and non-unit fractions then solving 

problems using fractions. 

 

Times Tables will be tested weekly as part 

of the whole school Rainbow Olympics. Please 

encourage your children to keep practising 

these at home. 

Science 
We will be working scientifically and investigating: 

Light: The children will be recognising that in order to see 

light is needed and that dark is the absence of light. They 

will begin to recognise that light can be reflected by other 

objects and that it can be dangerous so we must protect our 

eyes. 

Sound: The children will learn how sounds are made through 

vibrations. They will then find patterns between the pitch of 

a sound and features of the object that produced it, as well 

as finding patterns between the volume of a sound and the 

strength of the vibrations that produced it. 

 

Roman life 
We will be investigating life in the Roman times, exploring 

their homes, their diet and their fashion. This will be kicked 

off with a workshop from the Dorchester pop-up museum.   

As part of our guided reading we will also be looking at some 

Roman Myths which will feature famous gods, goddesses and 

heroes. 

 

  
 

Art – Architecture & Mosaics 
We will be using our History focus of the Romans, specifically 

our experiences from the pop up museum, to inspire our 

artistic skills to make mosaics. 

 

SWIMMING 

We will be continuing our swimming lessons, which are held on 

Tuesday afternoons at Crewkerne Aqua centre, until the 28th 

January which will be our last swimming session. We will also 

be  we will be learning how to play tag rugby in our Thursday 

PE sessions. Please ensure PE kits are in school every day as 

we will have extra PE sessions where possible. 

 

RE / PSHE 

In RE we will be exploring the Christian faith and bible 

stories, these will also be linked to other religions and how 

they celebrate their faith. 

In PSHE we will be exploring our emotions, health and our role 

in the community. 

French 

We will be listening and responding to stories, exploring 

phonics and grammar using known and new vocabulary, 

speaking in sentences and reading and writing words and 

phrases to explore where we live, numbers and transport. 

 

 

 

JUST LIKE A ROMAN! 
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